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We have developed a theory for the properties of vibrational excitations in molecules

adsorbed on a metal surface. The coherent potential approximation (CPA) is used in the
treatment of the vibrational interaction between the molecules. We show, by interpreting
infrared spectra of substitutionally disordered systems consisting of isotopic mixtures of
CO on Cu(100), that the molecples interact mainly through their dipole fields. We also
show that in interpreting the integrated absorptance in infrared spectroscopy or the rela-

tive loss intensity in electron-energy-loss spectroscopy it is necessary to take into account
the screening due to the electronic polarizability of the adsorbed molecules. A simplified

version of the CPA result is used for a discussion of the absorption spectra of partial
monolayers of one isotope. With the assumption that the CO molecules are randomly

distributed, comparison between theory and experiment indicates that the dipole-dipole in-

teraction alone is responsible for the coverage-dependent frequency shift for CO adsorbed
on a transition metal [Ru(001)]; whereas there is an almost equally large counteracting
chemical shift on a noble metal [Cu(100)]. The meaning and origin of the dynamical di-

pole moment of adsorbed CO molecules are discussed. We find that the increase of the
dynamical dipole moment (by a factor 2—3) upon adsorption probably is due to charge
oscillations between CO 2n.*molecular orbitals and the metal. Finally, we outline how

the theory developed here can be applied to a fundamental step in photosynthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Infrared spectroscopy (IRS) has proved to be a
very useful tool for studies of vibrationally excited
moleeules adsorbed on a metal surface. In these
experiments a beam of monoenergetic photons is
incident upon the adsorbate covered metal surface.
In the infrared region the main part (90—99%%uo) of
the photons will be reflected by the metal. A
"dip" in the number of reflected photons (a few

percent or less) will, however, be found at those
photon energies which correspond to vibrational
excitation energies of the adsorbed molecules.

Consider a beam of photons incident upon a
metal surface. If I and I' are, respectively, the in-

tensity of the reflected beam with and without ad-
sorbed molecules, then the change in reflectance,
due to the adsorbed molecules, is defined by

By varying the energy fico of the incident pho-
tons one gets a function A(co) which is different
from zero only in small regions around the vibra-
tional frequencies 0 of the excitations in the mono-
layer. The function A(to) is the primary informa-
tion one obtains from an IRS experiment.

Adsorbed molecules on a metal surface will in-
t

teract with each other and this interaction aA'ects

many of the measurable properties of the system;
in particular, when calculating h(to) it is necessary
to know this interaction. ' Assume, for example,
that we have an ordered monolayer of one ad-
sorbed species A. Due to the interaction between
the molecules, the vibrational eigenmodes will not
be localized vibrations but rather "phonon modes"
characterized by a two-dimensional wave vector q
(taking values within the Brillouin zone determined

by the geometry of the monolayer), and with dif-
ferent energies fiQ(q) Since the phot. ons (wave
vector k) have k=0 (compared with I/a, where a
is the distance between two nearest-neighbor
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molecules), only the q =0 mode can be excited, due

to momentum conservation. It follows that an ex-
periment of this kind can only depend on the q =0
component of the interaction potential U( q ).
However, it is possible to measure the whole func-
tion U(q) in an IRS experiment, if one can break
the translational invariance in the monolayer. A
complete monolayer of an isotopic mixture is such
a system. The change in reflectance, h(co), of this
system will depend on the whole interaction poten-
tial U(q). By measuring h(ro) as a function of the
concentration of the different isotopes in the mogo-
layer it should, in principle at least, be possible to
determine U(q). Isotopic mixtures of ' C' 0/
' C' 0 have previously been studied by IRS on
Pt(111), Pt(100) (Ref. 2) and on Cu(111) (Ref. 3).

A more direct way to obtain U( q) would be by
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS). By
analyzing the off-specular inelastically scattered
electrons it is possible to obtain the dispersion rela-
tion 0( q) and therefore also the interaction poten-
tial U(q). Recently, Andersson and Persson have

in this way obtained U(q ) for a monolayer of CO
molecules adsorbed on a Cu(100) surface. The
result of this experiment indicates that U(q ) for
this system is mainly due to a dipole-dipole in-
teraction between the adsorbed molecules. This is
consistent with the conclusion obtained by us in an
earlier paper and also in the present paper by
analyzing. the IRS spectra of isotopic mixtures.

In the present work we calculate b(ro) for a
complete monolayer of a mixture of several dif-
ferent kinds of molecules A, B, C, . . . . We as-
sume that the molecules are randomly distributed
over the sites of a Bravais net. This should be the
case for an isotopic mixture and the theory will
therefore be compared with experimental results we
have obtained for mixtures of different CO isotopes
adsorbed on Cu(100). As we shall see, the theory
is in very good agreement with these results.

This paper is divided into a number of sections.
In Sec. II we calculate the change in reflectance,
b,(co}, for a complete monolayer of one single ad-
sorbed specie A. In Sec. III we calculate (using the
CPA) the same quantity under the assumption that
the monolayer consists of a substitutional random
mixture of different molecules A,B,C, . . . and in
Secs. IV and V we discuss the implications of the
resulting expression for h(m). In Sec. VI we com-
pare theoretical and experimental results for isoto-
pic mixtures of CO adsorbed on Cu(100). Section
VII contains some further applications of the
theory to the IRS spectra of incomplete mono-

layers. A general discussion of the interpretation
of the dynamical dipole moment of chemisorbed
molecules is given in Sec. VIII. In Sec. IX we
show that the theory developed in Sec. III also can
be used in a discussion of a fundamental step in
photosynthesis. Section X, finally, contains a sum-

mary of the most important results obtained in this
work.

II. 6(N) FOR A MONOLAYER
OF IDENTICAL MOLECULES

The change in reflectance for a system consisting
of a complete monolayer of identical molecules ad-
sorbed on a metal surface can be written as

b(co)-nco Imap(0, co},

where ap(q, co) is the polarizability of the mono-
layer and n is the number of adsorbed molecules
per unit area. For completeness let us also point
out that the relative loss intensity I& /Io, measured
in an EELS experiment, is proportional to

(2)

where q is the change in the wave vector, parallel
to the metal surface, of the inelastic scattered elec-
trons. The proof of Eq. (1) is given in Appendix
A.

Equations (1) and (2) are quite general and in-

dependent of the. form of the interaction potential
between the molecules. However, to calculate
ap(q, co) we must specify this interaction. In the
present work we assume that the vibrating mole-
cules interact with each other only through their
oscillating dipole fields ("dipole-dipole interac-
tion"). The good agreement which is obtained be-
tween theory and experiment indicates that this as-
sumption is correct for the systems considered in
this work. However, in general one cannot exclude
other types of interactions such as a direct overlap
of the electronic wave functions of nearby mole-
cules or an indirect interaction mediated by the
electrons and ions of the metal.

Assume then that we have a monolayer of ident-
ical molecules A adsorbed on a metal surface. Let
x; denote the position vector of molecule i and let
p; be the induced dipole moment caused by an
external electric field E;. Owing to the large value
of the dielectric function of the metal in the in-
frared region both p; and E; will be normal to the
metal surface. We can therefore write
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p =&a E —$ Up' (3)

where the ellipsis represents the image contribution
from pj.

Equation (3) can be solved for p; if we write

i(q x —cot)
pi Q pqe

q

i(q x;—cot)

and so

or

aA

Pq — q =+0(q~0~)Eq ~

I+aq U(q)

where

U(q)= g Ugje
J

For energies Lo in the infrared region we may
write

A'g

ag =a~+
1 —(0i/~ )(~/q +& 1')

(5)

where az is the polarizability of one single ad-

sorbed molecule A and —U&pj is the electric field

at x; from the dipole pj and its image. That is

1 + 0 ~ ~ )
x —X.

peak is shifted upwards from co~ to 0 as given by
Eq. (8). This expression has been derived and dis-

cussed by Mahan and Lucas and we refer the
readers to their paper (see also Ref. 8).

(b) The area under the absorption peak is pro-
portional to

av
dm b(co)-

[(+a, U(0)]

This is a very important relation, which shows
how the integrated absorptance depends on the
dielectric screening due to the electronic polariza-
bility of the molecules. In all previous theories for
calculating the integrated absorptance in IRS, or
the relative loss intensity in EELS, this screening
has been neglected. This is certainly a bad approx-
imation for CO on Cu(100) since it turns out that
a, = a few A and U(0) =0.3 A, so that
a, U(0) =1. Consequently it is inadmissable to
neglect the term a, U(0) in the denominator of Eq.
(7).

We can see from Eq. (7) that b (0i) only depends
on the q =0 component of the interaction potential
U(q). As was emphasized already in the Intro-
duction, this is simply a consequence of the trans-
lational invariance (by an arbitrary lattice vector)
of the monolayer and by the smallness of the
momentum carried by photons. In the next sec-
tion, where we consider systems where this transla-
tional invariance is broken, we shall instead get a
function h(iu) which depends on the whole U(q).
More exactly, h(co) will depend on an integral over
the Brillouin zone of the adsorbate lattice cell:

where the electronic polarizability a, is approxi-
mately independent of co and where a„ is the vibra-
tional polarizability. Equations (1) and (4) give

1 2 U(q)
sz I+a U(-)

(10)

b, (co).—neo Im
1+ag U(0)

(6)

a~
A(co) ncoq- 6(co —0),

[1+a,U(0)]

where

(7)

a„U(0)=1+
1+a,U(0)

(8)

We notice the following:
(a) Owing to the dipole interaction between the

molecules the central frequency of the absorption

If the damping y in Eq. (5) is infinitesimally small
then Eqs. (5) and (6) give

where M* is the area of the Brillouin zone and
where a, in general, is a complex number indepen-
dent of q. As a prelude to the next section, we
now calculate Q. To be concrete we consider the
system c (2X 2)CO/Cu(100). The nearest-neighbor
adsorbate distance is 3.61 A and, as has been deter-
mined from LEED intensity measurements, ' the
center of mass of an adsorbed CO molecule is
about 0.8 A above the "image plane" as defined in
the jellium model" (see Fig. 1). It is then straight-
forward to calculate U(q) numerically. In Fig.
2(b) we show the resulting U(q ) for two directions
[q=(1,0) and q=(1, 1)] in the reciprocal-lattice
cell. Now, in performing the integral (10) we re-

place this cell, which is a square, by a circle of ra-
dius qo with the same area M* as the original cell
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FIG. l. The e {2&2)structure of CO on Cu{100). a
is the adsorbate lattice constant (3.61 A} and d is the
height above the image plane of the center of mass, of
the Co molecule (0.8 A.}.

where a is the adsorbate lattice constant. More-
over, we have approximated U(q }by a function

U(q) depending only on the magnitude of q:
~ ~

U(q)=U, 1+a ~ +S ~ . (
Co 9'o

Q= —1 — ln
' +—ln

1 g g —02 1 g—1

a 1 2 /+1 g (+1 (13)

where /=1/aUO and g=[(0.2 —g)/1. 2]' . Q is
treated as an analytical function of a with the loga-
rithmic and square-root branch cuts along the neg-
ative real axis.

qv" qo

I

"0.1—

ll'la

~1@

(1,1j

FIG. 2. {a) The first Brillouin zone of the adsorbate
lattice shown in Fig. 1. {b) The spatial Fourier trans-
form U{q ) of the dipole field for two directions in the
Brillouin-zone. The dotted curve is the directionally in-
dependent approximation.

Uo, A, and B were chosen to give the best possible
fit' to the numerical curves in Fig. 2(b). The dot-
ted curve is the result with

Uc ——0.3 A. , A = —2.4, 8=1.2.
Note that U(q) is an extremely good approxima-
tion for q &2/a and that for q & 2/a it is essential-

ly th'e angular average of U(q).
After having specified U(q) it is easy to calculate

the integral Q. The result is

Iu. S{~)FOR A SUSSTITUTIONALLV
DISORDERED MONOLAYER

The stationary vibrational states of a complete
monolayer of identical adsorbates are plane waves.
This is a direct consequence of the translational in-
variance of the interaction potential between the
molecules. But if we have different kinds of ad-
sorbed molecules the stationary states are no longer
plane waves. The function h(co) can now only be
calculated approximately. Using the so-called
CPA' we have calculated a quite general expres-
sion for b (ro) within the following model: Assume
that at site x; on the metal surface there is an ad-
sorbed molecule having the polarizability n; and
the induced dipole moment p;. &e allow the po-
larizabilities a; to vary from site to site corre-
sponding to having different kinds of adsorbed
molecules. (Note that by choosing a; =0 for some

x; we get as a special case a partially filled mono-
layer. ) We have assumed that the molecules are
stochastically distributed among the sites. .The
basic equation from which b, (r0) can be calculated
is

p=a E — Up.
J

(14)

which is a generalization of Eq. (3} to the case
where the adsorbate molecules have different polar-
izabilities a;. Equation (14) can be iterated

p;=a;E;+ ga;( —UJ)aJEj+
J

We visualize each term in this expansion as fol-
lows: The molecule at x; can be excited either
directly by absorption of a photon (the first term)
or a photon may first excite another molecule at
xj, followed by a jump (due to the dipole-dipole
coupling U&J) of the excitation to the molecule at x;
(the second term) and so on.

Before we apply the CPA to Eq. (15}let us first
briefly sketch the spirit of this approximation.
Figure 3(a} shows a possible configuration of a sub-
stitutionally disordered monolayer with two types
of molecules A and 8. Physical quantities of in-
terest, such as the polarizability of the monolayer,
are not those of a particular configuration, but
those averaged over the ensemble of possible confi-
gurations. Therefore this ensemble is replaced by a
system schematically drawn in Fig. 3(b), i.e., a
periodic system with the same "ensemble average"
polarlzabllity cx at each site. The Inost important
problem is to find a reasonable procedure to deter-
mine the polarizability u which describes the
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FIG. 3. {a) A possible configuration of a substitution-

ally disordered monolayer of A and 8 molecules. {b) In
the CPA the ensemble of all possible configurations is
represented by a system with an average molecule at
each site.

We then have

+ S„„QS&J+ .
Eq

J

=aA 1+ 1 $S» Eq .
1 —S

T

pq
——ag 1+g Sgj. +Sqq g S»

J J

(18)

CAPA +CBPB P ~ (16)

"average" molecule. According to the CPA this
quantity can be determined in a self-consistent way

by the following procedure: A'ssume that each site
except for the origin is occupied by the "average"
molecule and the origin by molecule A or 8, as
shown in Fig. 4. Then we calculate the induced
dipole moment (due to a given external electric
field) of the molecule at the origin, denoted by pq
or pB. Finally we calculate the induced dipole mo-
ment p of the molecule at the origin when this is
occupied by an "average" molecule. a is then ob-
tained from

Now introduce the sum

S,J = V,ja+ Q V;ka Vg, a+
k

=[Va+(Va) + . ];~=
1 —Va

We can then write (j+A)
a- a — Q

SAJ =SAJ+SAA SAJ+SAA SAA SAJ +
aA

1
=SAJ

SAA a~aA
and

(19)

(20)

where cA is the concentration of molecules A and

ce of molecules 8 (cz +ce ——1).
After having sketched the essence of the CPA

we now perform the actual calculation. Assume
that the external electric field is given by

E;=E(q) e

pz in Eq. (16) can then be calculated as follows.
We obtain from Eq. (15) (note: x; =0 at the posi-
tion of molecule A)

or

a a+

=S„„(1+S„„)

SAA aA
SA

1+SAA

'2

+ 0 ~ ~

(21)

p& ——a& 1+ g V»a, + g V»a, V;kak+ E, ,
Equations (20) and (21) give

where

SAJS 1+S (j+A) . (22)

—iq (x,.—x )V"= —U"elJ lJ

is dependent on q. Let us introduce

J + g Vikak Vg~ aj +
k+A

(17)

Substituting Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (18) gives

1++,S»
pA ——aA Eq .

1+Spy(1 —ag /a)

But according to Eq. (19) we have
T

Va
AA

SSS SSS OSS
cAx SQ + cex SQsS = SQQSSS SSS SQS

FIG. 4. A schematic representation of the equation
which determines the "average" polarizability.

~ )(~
~

) ~p
V(q)a 1 ~ V(q)a

1 —V(q)a &
q 1 —V(q)a

where (we are using the bra-ket vector notation)
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(i [q)= e' "'.
N

Furthermore,

QSA' g(~ I'SI j&=X(4 I q&(qlj&S(q)
.I CJ

=~N g (A
~
q)5~P(q)=S(0)

e

since

g(q ~

j)=~ ge '=5,pv N .
) N )

We get now

1+V(0)a/[1 —V(0)a]
1+(a—a„)(1/u') f d q'V(q')/[1 —aV(q')]

1 ag

1+aU(q) 1+(a—aq)(1/W ) f d q'U(q+q')/[1+aU(q+q')]
(23}

We find an analogous expression for ps if a„—+as. Finally we must calculate the rhs of Eq. (16), but t»s
was done already in Sec. II [see Eq. (4}],

p = Eq —=ap(q, co)Eq .
1+aU(q }

(24)

For the general case when we have M different types of molecules on the metal surface we can write down
the analog to Eq. (16) [note that since U(q) has the same periodicity as the reciprocal lattice, we can replace

q+ q'~ q' in the integral occurring in Eq. (23)],

M

&=i I+(a&—a)(1/Ja'~) f d q U(q)/[1+aU(q)]
(25}

and the total polarizability can be expressed in a as

a(co)
ap(q, pi) =

1+a(pi)U(q)
(26)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
FOR A SUBSTITUTIONALLY DISORDERED

MONOLAYER

The expression for ap(q, co) derived in Sec. III
has such a complicated structure that very little in-
formation can be gained through an analytical
study. . In this section we therefore present numeri-

In IRS we are, of course, only interested of the

q =0 component of ap(q, co), but we have given the
derivation above for a general q so that it also
applies to EELS [see Eq. (2)]. The integral occur-
ring in Eq. (25) was evaluated in Sec. II. Notice
that Eq. (25} must be solved for a by iteration. If
the zero-order solution is taken as a= g c&a&,p
then it turns out that about 10 iterations are neces-

sary. Finally, we notice that if we have a mono-

layer of one single adsorbed molecule A (cz ——1)
then Eq. (25} is satisfied by a=aq and Eq. (26)
reduces to Eq. (4), which is an exact result.

I

cal results obtained from Eqs. (1), (13), (25), and
(26). The calculations are for isotopic mixtures of
the molecules A =' C' 0 and B =' C&sO adsorbed
on Cu(100). For this system we have used

a, =313, a„=0.27K, U(0)=0.3A

co&
——2043 cm ', co~ ——1996 cm

where the electronic polarizability a, and vibra-
tional polarizability a„are chosen to give the best
possible agreement with experiment, as discussed in
Sec. VI. For convenience, we henceforth express co

in wave numbers (cm ').
We start by giving an elementary and somewhat

rough picture of the structure of h(co). Assume
first that there is no interaction between the ad-
sorbed molecules, i.e., U& ——0. According to Eqs.
(25) and (26) we can then write the polarizability as
ap=cgag +cyan'. If the damping y, occurring in
the expressions for az and as [see Eq. (5}],is in-

finitesimally small then from Eq. (1)

5(ci)) cgci)g5(co —Ng )+cscos5(pp pig) . —2 2

b, (co) should be a sum of two 5 functions centered
at the frequencies coq and co~ and having weights
(if co„=cos) cz and cs proportional to the concen-
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tration of the respective species, as shown in Fig.
5(a). Suppose now that U;&+0 so that the mole-
cules interact with each other. The integral in Eq.
(25) will then, in general, have a finite imaginary
part, i.e., ao will be complex. This implies that
h(ro) will be nonvanishing for finite intervals of ai

and not just at the two frequencies co& and co&, as
when Uj ——0. The physical reason for this is quite
obvious if we notice that the adsorbed molecules
may be considered as a distribution of variably
sized clusters of type A and B molecules. Each
cluster will have slightly different eigenfrequencies
due to the interaction UJ between the molecules.
Thus we get a distribution of absorption peaks
which for an infinite system will merge into a con-
tinuous absorption band as shown schematically in

Fig. 5(b). The integrated intensity of the two peaks
for the noninteracting system {UJ=0) is, as we
have already pointed out, proportional to the con-
centrations cz and cz of the respective species.
This means that the total integrated intensity is in-

dependent of composition. For the interacting sys-
tem ( UJ +0) a large amount of intensity is re-

moved from the low-frequency peak to the high-
frequency peak. In fact, the spectrum in Fig. 5(c}
is calculated with cz ——0. 1, cq ——0.9, and the damp-
ing y=3 cm '. The total integrated intensity
must even for the interacting system be indepen-
dent of composition.

Let us assume that we have a mixture of A and
8 molecules with cz ——0. 1 and cz ——0.9 and that
the damping y=0. Figure 6{a) shows the absorp-
tion spectrum h(ai) calculated from Eqs. (1), (13),
(25), and (26). We notice that b, (co} has two singu-
larities with tails to the left. These singularities are
weaker than 6 functions and are smeared out com-
pletely when a finite damping is introduced [Fig.
5(c)j. Within the CPA all molecules of the same

type, say A, vibrate in the same way, i.e., the in-
duced dipole moment p„(t) is the same function of
time for all A molecules. In fact, we have in Eq.
(23) given an explicit expression for p„. Figures
6(b) and 6(c) show the amplitude and phase (rela-
tive to the external electric field) of pz and pa.

lL
K
Cl

C

ta)

2020

(c)

Uo 5=0

I

2030

UAO 5=0

2040

U&0 )f10

2050 w (cm )

2060 w(cm )

2000 2020 2040 2060 w lcm )

pa«}= lpa le

We notice the following remarkable results: The
amplitude lpga l

is much larger than lpa l
for

nearly all u. Furthermore, at the lower peak
4q ——90', i.e., pqE» = i

l
p„E»

l
.—Since we can

write

FIG. 5. The IR-absorption spectra [i.e., A(rul] for a
mixture of A = ' C' 0 and 8 = ' C'"0 molecules with

c&
——0. 1 and c& ——0.9. (a) Noninteracting molecules

(UJ =0) with undamped vibrations (y=O). (b) Dipole-
dipole interacting molecules ( U~+0) with undamped vi-

brations (y=O). (c) Dipole-dipole interacting molecules
(UJ.+0) with damped vibrations (y=3 cm ').
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cA lmPA~ +cB lmPB~ (27)
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FIG. 6. Spectra for a mixture of A =' C' 0 and
8 = ' C"0 molecules with c& ——0. 1 and c& ——0.9.
Dipole-dipole interaction (UJ~}with undamped vibra-
tions (y=0). (a) The absorption spectrum h(co). (b)
The vibration amplitudes ~pA ) and ~pa ~. (c) The
phases V~ and %~ of p&(t) and p~(t), respectively, rela-
tive to the external electric field E(t).

it follows that A molecules give a negative contri-
bution to h(co}. Physically this means that the A

molecules radiate more electromagnetic field energy
into space than they absorb from the external field.
Due to energy conservation, this is possible only if
the A molecules receive a net amount of energy
from the B molecules due to the interaction U&.
We may then visualize the basic process taking
place at the lower absorption peak as follows: Sup-
pose that an incident photon is absorbed by a B
molecule, which is likely since 90% are B mole-
cules. Due to the interaction U,J the excitation
jumps between the molecules, until it arrives at an
A molecule where it most probably is radiated back
into space. This process will drain intensity from
the low-frequency peak.

The asymmetry in the intensity of the two ab-

sorption bands, as a function of mixture, can also
be understood as follows: Since the A molecules
have a higher resonance frequency than the B
molecules, the A molecules can screen the electric
field at the metal surface for frequencies in the
lower absorption band (and consequently reduce
the absorptance} while the B molecules cannot do
this for frequencies in the upper absorption band.

As can be seen from Fig. 6(a), just above the
low-frequency absorption peak there is a narrow
frequency interval where b, (co)=0. This does not
mean that the molecules are not vibrating at these
frequencies [on the contrary according to Fig. 6(b)]
but only that they vibrate in phase (molecules A) or
180 out of phase (molecules B) so that both terms
in Eq. (27} are zero. This also happens above the
high-frequency absorption peak, where both A and
B molecules vibrate 180' out of phase [Fig. 6(c}].
At the high-frequency absorption peak both A and
B molecules vibrate with phases 0 & 4 & ~ and
therefore give positive contributions to h(co). Note
also that even if cz &&c~ the A molecules will give
a contribution to h(co) which is at least as large as
the contribution from the B molecules because of
the very large difference in vibrational amplitudes.

The discussion above has been carried out with
the damping y=0. For the finite y we expect all
the sharp structure in Figs. 6(a) —6(c} to be
smeared out. Figure 7 shows the absorption spec-
tra calculated from the CPA expression for several
different mixtures with a damping y corresponding
to peak width [full width at half maximum
(FWHM)] of 3 cm

We would like to emphasize that the discussion
above is valid not only for isotopic mixtures but
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR AN
INCOMPLETE MONOLAYER

40-

lO-
5-

20l0 2030 2070 2090 w(cm)

FIG. 7. The absorption spectra A(ar) for diA'erent

mixtures of A =' O' 0 and 8 = ' C' 0 with a damping
y=3 cm

also for mixtures of different kinds of molecules
(e.g., CO and N2) or even for one kind of molecule
simultaneously adsorbed in two different positions
(e.g., on top and in bridge) on the same surface.
How strong the coupling and resulting redistribu-
tion of intensity is depends on how large the fre-

quency difference 4co=coz —cos (co„&sos) is com-
pared with the bandwidth of the modes Qz(q) and

Qs{q) of monolayers of A and 8 molceules. The
bandwidth EA& of a monolayer of A molecules can
be derived from Eq. (8) and is roughly AQ„
-coqa„U(0)/2[1+a, U(0}] as long as
a„U(0) «1. For example, for c(2X2)CO/
Cu(100) we get b,Q =50 cm '. If hem & b Q then
the A and 8 vibrational modes will couple strongly
and the behavior of h(co) will be as discussed
above. However, even if hco would be several
times larger than bio, it is not possible to neglect
the coupling between the two modes when discuss-
ing the intensity in the lower absorption band
when cz && c~. Furthermore, the electronic polari-
zability of all the adsorbed molecules must always
be taken into account, independent of how large
h~ is, when calculating the intensities in both the
upper and lower absorption bands.

In this section we apply the theory from Sec. III
to a discussion of the absorption spectra of an in-

complete monolayer of CO adsorbed on Cu(100).
We assume that the CO molecules are randomly

'

distributed among the sites of the c(2X2) Bravais
net, i.e., we have a substitutionally disordered
monolayer consisting of

A = ' O' O and 8= "vacuum. "
Consider now ez ——0.5, i.e., that half of the sites are
occupied. Using

a, =3 A, a„=0.27 A, U{0)=0.3 A

uq ——2043 cm

cga„U(0)=1+
1+cga,', U(0)

(28)

which in the present case (c„=0.5) gives Q —co„
=28 cm '. This is about 10% smaller than the
prediction of the more exact CPA theory.

Figure 9 shows the amplitude pz and phase 4z
of the induced dipole moment. These quantities
have been obtained from Eq. (23} with y=0. We
notice that the molecules vibrate nearly in phase
(%z -0) below and exactly 180 out of phase above
the center frequency of the absorption peak.

This behavior is similar to that of a single har-
monic oscillator in an external field. For y=0 the
phase of such a system has a step transition from
%'=0 to %'=m and an absorption peak in the form
of a Dirac 5 function. Due to the disorder of the
incomplete monolayer these sharp-features are
smoothed somewhat, giving a low-frequency ab-

sorption -tail and weakening the peak singularity.
Figure 10 shows the absorption spectra h{~) for

diferent coverages of ' C' 0 calculated from the
CPA expression with @=3cm '. Note the con-
tinuous increase in peak width with decreasing
coverage down to very low coverages. This is a

from the previous section, Fig. 8 shows the absorp-
tion spectra calculated from the CPA expression
(26) with y= 0 and y= 3 cm '. The width of the

peak in Fig. 8(b) is 4cm ', so thereis an extra
broadening of about 1 cm ' due to disorder. The
center frequency of the absorption peak (2074
cm ') is about 31cm ' above'„(2043 cm ') and

12 cm ' below the full monolayer frequency (2086
cm '). Mahan and Lucas have derived the fol-

lowing expression for the center frequency Q as a
function of coverage cz,

0
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FIG. 8. The absorption spectra h(co) of an incom-

plete monolayer A =' C' 0 with c& ——0.5. (a) Un-

damped vibrations (y=0). (b) Damped vibrations (y=3
cm-').

VI. ISOTOPIC MIXTURES OF CO
ON Cu(100)

In this section we will show that there is a very
good quantitative agreement between the theory
developed above and experimental IRS data on iso-

consequence of the long range of the dipole interac-
tion. Figure 11 shows how the peak width
(FWHM) varies with coverage when the damping y
is 3 cm ' (curve A) and 9 cm ' (curve B).

FIG. 9. An incomplete monolayer of A =' C' 0 with

cz.——0.5 and y=0. (a) The vibration amplitude
~ p„~ .

(b) The phase 4& of p&(t) relative to the external electric
field E(t).

topic mixtures of CO on Cu(100). A detailed re-

port on the experimental conditions and other
properties of this system is given elsewhere. ' Here
we only reproduce the results which are relevant
for our, present discussion. First we consider mix-
tures at full coverage of the c (2 X2) structure.
Figure 12 shows the experimental absorption spec-
tra for several different mixtures of ' C' 0/' C' O.
The properties of this system are summarized in
Fig. 13. The solid lines in the figure are theoreti-
cal curves calculated from Eqs. (1), (25), and (26)
with A =' C' 0 and B =' C&sO and

U(0) =0.3 A.
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FIG. 10. The absorption spectra b(m) for din'erent

coverages of A = ' C' 0 with a damping y=3 cm

a, =3.o k',
n„=o.27 V,
Ng =2043 cm

a)g ——1996 cm

as ln Sec. III. The valoes of 0'q and VII Used above
were chosen to give the best possible fit between

theory and experiment. There exists in principle
an independent way of obtaining e„, namely, from
the total absorptance in IRS or the inelastic cross

FIG. 12. Experimental IRS spectra for different
compositions of C 0/ C () on Cu(100) at 100 K ln

the e {2+2)structure.
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FIG. 11. The peak width (F%HM) for difkrent cov-
erages of "C' 0 with a damping y=3 cm ' (curve A)
and y=9 cm ' (curve 8).

FIG. 13. Peak height and posltlon of the absorption
spectra of mixtures of '2C' 0/'2C' 0 in the @(2&2)
structure on Cu(100). The circles are experimental data
while the sohd lines are calculated from Eqs. (1), (25),
and (26).
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FIG. 14. The IR absorption of different coverages of
CO on Ru(001). The circles are experimental data from
Ref. 15 and the solid hnes are given by Eqs. (29) and

(30).
c~ a„U(0)=1+

1+c„a,U(0)
(29)

show that the shift is expected to be from the fre-

quency of one adsorbed molecule 2043 cm ' to the
full monolayer frequency 20S6 cm ', i.e., a total
shift of 43 cm '. As pointed out by Hollins and
Pritchard, there are two possible explanations for
this observation; either there is clustering in the in-
complete monolayer or the metal —CO chemisorp-
tion bond changes with coverage.

However, as will be discussed elsewhere' it
seems unlikely that clustering occurs for CO on
Cu(100). This is also in agreement with the find-

mgs on Cu(111).' Consequently, this indicates that
for CO on Cu(100) there exists a downward chemi-
cal shift from zero to full coverage of about 30
cIn

It is nom interesting to compare these results
with measurements of CO adsorbed on a transition
metal. IRS data for CO adsorbed on Ru(001) has
been reported by Pfniir et al. '

In Fig. 14 we reproduce their results for the
center frequency and integrated absorptance as a
function of coverage. A full ordered structure cor-
responds to a coverage of 0.33. The solid lines are
theoretical curves calculated from the simplified
version of the CPA theory as described in Appen-
dix B:

section in EELS and we shall come back to this in
Sec. VIII.

A comment upon the broadening of the absorp-
tion peaks due to the substitutional disorder. In
the calculated spectra shown in Fig. 7 one ran see
an increasing broadening of the high-frequency

peak when the ' C' 0 concentration decreases.
For a cz ——0.5 mixture the peak midth has in-

creased with about 1 cm ', mhich is in good agree-
ment with what we find experimentally. '

cga„U(0}
dro b(ro)-

l 1+c~a.U(0) 1'
(30)

Notice that the screening, due to the electronic po-
larizability a„reduces both the frequenc shift
0—co& and the integrated absorptance dao b, (co).
In fact, if a, =0 both of these quantities would be
approximately linear in cz in marked contrast to
the experimental results shomn in the figure. In
the two equations above we have used

VII. COVERAGE DEPENDENCE OP CO
ON Cu(100) and Ru(001)

We have measured the absorptance of incomplete
monolayers of ' C' 0 adsorbed on Cu(100). The
main result is a positive frequency shift of the C-0
vibration from 2077 cm ' at low coverage to 2086
cm ' at the full c(2X2}structure, i.e., a total shift
of 9 cm-'.

This is not in accordance to the predictions of
the CPA theory, since the calculations in Sec. V

a, =2.8 A. , a„=0.28 k,
U(0) =0.17 A. , roy ——1991 cm

U(0) was calculated for the relevant structure and

a, and a„have been chosen to give the best possi-
ble agreement between theory and experiment.

To summarize, me have found satisfactory agree-
ment between theory and experiment for incom-
plete monolayers of CO adsorbed on Ru(001),
while the dipole-dipole coupling alone cannot ex-

plain the behavior on Cu(100). This is in accor-
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dance with the observation that whereas CO ad-
sorbed on transition metals generally exhibits a
rather large (40 cm '} positive frequency shift (as
expected from the dipole-dipole coupling}, this is

not the case on noble metals. In fact, CO adsorbed
on Ag, Au, and even on Cu(111}exhibits negative

frequency shifts.

VIII. THE DYNAMICAL DIPOLE MOMENT
OF CHEMISORBED MOLECULES

A useful quantity, which can be obtained from
an IRS or EELS experiment, is the vibrational po-
larizability a„as defined by Eq. (5). a„can be re-
lated to the matrix element (b

~
p,

~

a ) of the di-

pole moment operator between the ground state

~

a ) and the vibrational excited state
~

b) through

(31}

p=
~
(b

~ p ~

a )
~

is often called the dynamical di-

pole moment of the transition
~

a )~
~

b ). In this
section we will make some scattered comments
about the dynamical dipole moment of the C-0
stretch vibration of chemisorbed CO. Our discus-
sion will necessarily be less precise than in the ear-
lier sections.

By comparing theory with experiment for the
isotopic mixtures in Sec. VI we found that
a„=0.27 A for CO adsorbed on Cu(100). Since
fuuq -0.26 eV it follows from Eq. (31) that
p=0.25 D. ' However, there exists in principle an
independent way of obtaining a„(ifa, is known),
namely, from the integrated absorptance in IRS or
the inelastic scattering crass section in EELS. The
value of a„ for CO adsorbed on Cu(100) that is
previously given in the literature' (0.06 A } must,
in the light of the derivation of Eq. (9) in Sec. II,
be reinterpreted to mean

2
0.06 A

[I+a,U(0))

Using this equation with U(Q) =Q.3 A
a, =3 A as above one obtains a„=0.23 A.3. Even
if this is rather close to the value determined from
the isotopic mixtures, there exists a considerable
spread in the reported values of the vibrational po-
larizabilities from IRS and EELS.

A gas phase CO molecule has p=0. 1 D but one
would expect an increased dynamical dipole mo-
ment for a chemisorbed molecule from the follow-
ing arguments': Upon chemisorption electrons

from the CO 50 orbitals are donated to the metal
while metal electrons are back donated into the CO
2m* orbitals. Since 2m* is antibonding, the CO fre-

quency is expected to decrease, which is in agree-
ment with experiment. Stretching the C —0 bond
lowers the 2m. * level causing charge to flow from
the metal to the CO and giving rise to a large
dynamical dipole moment.

It is known that the vibrational frequency' and
the electronic structure are rather similar for CO
adsorbed on a transition metal and bonded in the
corresponding metal carbonyl. It is therefore in-

teresting to compare the dynamical dipole mo-
ments for the C-0 vibration of two such systems.
From EELS studies of CO on Ni(100) one can
derive p=0.25 D which should be compared with
the dynamical dipole moment p=0.24 D obtained
from IRS measurements on Ni(CO)4 (Ref. 19). A
second mechanism which has been proposed to
cause an increased dynamial dipole moment upon
chemisorption is the so-called "self-image enhance-
ment. " However, as is shown in Appendix C, this
mechanism can only explain a small fraction of the
increase in p.

Consequently, the main part of the increase in
the dynamical dipole moment is caused by charge
oscillations between the metal and the molecule.
Due to the continuous energy spectrum of a metal,
such charge oscillations cannot take place adiabati-
cally, i.e., some energy inevitably must be lost
through excitation of electron hole pairs in the
metal. In fact, it has been shown within a simple
madel calculation ' that the vibrationally excited
molecule has a lifetime 7 given approximately by

—=2vrQ(6n )
1 2

7

where 0 is the vibration frequency and 6n is the
charge oscillation between the molecule and the
metal. From the knowledge af the increase in the
dynamical dipole moment upon chemisorption one
can estimate 6n and therefore also the lifetime r.
Such an estimate has been made ' and the result is
in reasonable agreement with the experimentally
determined lifetime. '

IX. PHOTOSYNTHESIS

In this section we shall discuss briefly an in-
teresting application of the theory of Sec. III to a
fundamental step in photosynthesis. We do not in-
tend to give a quantitative calculation but only to
point out that a model used in the literature may
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FIG. 15. A schematic picture of the first step in pho-
tosynthesis.

be rather crude or even incorrect.
What we will discuss is the first step in pho-

tosynthesis, schematically shown in Fig. 15. In
the cells of green plants there exist plane "sheets"
(lipid-protein interfaces) on which a monolayer of a
mixture of several different kinds of chlorophyll
molecules is located. The most important of
these is chlorophyll a. The distance between two
nearby chlorophyll molecules in the monolayer is
about 10 A.. Since they have a huge dynamical di-

pole moment (typically 6 D, among the largest ob-

served in nature) associated with electronic excita-
tions, it follows that if one of the chlorophyll
molecules is optically excited by absorption of a
photon, then the excited molecule will couple
strongly to the other molecules via a dipole-dipole
interaction. Consequently, the excitation will not
be localized to one molecule alone but it will jump
between the chlorophyll molecules in exactly the
same way as do the vibrational excitations in an
isotopic mixture as'discussed earlier. However, if
the excitation arrives at a particular chlorophyll
molecule, denoted by E in Fig. 15, then it will be
trapped and transfered to an enzyme in a way
which is not known in detail. The enzyme will

then use the energy thus obtained to produce car-
bohydrates from H20 and CO2. From experimen-
tal observations it is known that the concentration
of the E molecules (the so-called active centers) is
very low —only about 0.3%.

We think that the model used in Sec. III can be
applied also to a discussion of the optical proper-
ties of this chlorophyll molecule monolayer. Only
a few trivial changes of the theory are required.
The chlorophyll molecules are not located on a
metal vacuum interface as are the CO molecules,
but on a protein-lipid interface. This means that
the dielectric screening by the surrounding media
will be changed, but in an obvious way. Further-
more, in order for the excitation to be trapped
when it arrives at an active center, the damping
(occuring in the expression for the polarizability

as) of an E molecule, must be rather large (yz

must be chosen to reproduce the mean time the ex-
citation stays at an E molecule before it is
transferred into the enzyme). The damping y of
the other chlorophyll molecules will then be much
smaller, i.e., y && yE.

In some treatments found in the literature, one
has simply used a random walk (often only taking
into account jumps between nearest-neighbor
molecules) to describe the propagation of an excita-
tion in the chlorophyll monolayer. But we know
that such an approach fails completely when ap-
plied to the isotopic mixtures and there is no
reason to expect it to work better for a chlorophyll
molecule mixture. The most striking effect of the
infrared properties of isotopic mixtures is that mix-

ing a host of heavy isotope B with only a few per-
cent of a light isotope A (co& & res) completely
changes the absorption spectra by transfer of inten-

sity from the low-frequency peak to the high-

frequency peak. A more detailed study shows,
moreover, that the amplitude of the A molecules
for nearly all frequencies is much larger than for
the B molecules. Consequently, if the A and B vi-

brations both have the same damping y, then an A

molecule dissipates much more energy per unit
time than a B molecule.

Now, suppose that the discussion above also ap-
plies to the optical absorption spectrum of the
chlorophyll molecule mixture. More precisely, as-
sume that the E molecule has an absorption band
slightly above the absorption bands of the other
chlorophyll molecules. Then, when a photon is ab-
sorbed by the monolayer, we expect the probability
of finding the excitation at an "active" molecule to
be much larger than the probability that the excita-
tion is at any other particular chlorophyll mole-
cule. Stated in another way, the excitation will on
the average make rather few jumps (much less than
what would follow from a random walk) before it
arrives at an E molecule. This is important for the
efficiency of photosynthesis, since there always ex-
ists the possibility that an excitation, during its
travel towards an E molecule, gets lost by spon-
taneous emission of light (fluorescence) or by inter-
nal conversion (these processes are taken into ac-
count by the damping y).

To sum up, the discussion above implies that the
high efficiency of photosynthesis may partly be due
to the E molecule having an absorption band
slightly above the absorption bands of the other
molecules. This conclusion is in direct contradic-
tion to what is found in the literature on this sub-

ject.
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X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have used the CPA to interpret
measured IRS spectra of substitutionally disor-
dered monolayers consisting of mixtures of dif-
ferent CO isotopes adsorbed on a Cu(100) surface.
The basic assumption was that the molecules in-

teract with each other only through a dipole-dipole
interaction. The very good agreement between

theory and experiment for these isotopic mixtures

proves that the dipole-dipole interaction is the
dominating vibrational coupling mechanism for the
stretch vibration of CO molecules adsorbed on Cu
and probably on any other metal.

%'e also showed that in interpreting the integrat-

ed absorptance in IRS, or the relative loss intensity

in EELS, it is necessary to take into account the

screening due to the electronic polarizability of the
adsorbed molecules.

Furthermore, a simplified version of the CPA
was used for a discussion of the absorption spectra
of incomplete monolayers of a single isotope on the
assumption that the CO molecules were randomly
distributed. Comparison between theory and ex-

periment indicates that the dipole-dipole interac-
tion alone is responsible for the coverage dependent

frequency shift for CO adsorbed on a transition
metal [Ru(001)], whereas there is a nearly equally

large counteracting chemical shift on a noble metal

[Cu(100)].
Next we discussed the meaning and origin of the

dynamical dipole moment of adsorbed CO mole-

cules. %'e found that the increase of the dynamical

dipole moment (by a factor 2 —3) upon adsorption
is probably due to charge oscillations between the
CO 2m~ MO and the metal and not, as recently
has been proposed by several authors, due to the
so-called self-image enhancement.

Finally, we outlined how the developed theory
can be applied to a fundamental step ig photosyn-
thesis.
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APPENDIX A

Here we give a proof of Eq. (1). Consider a met-
al surface with adsorbed molecules. Let p; be the

dipole moment operator of the molecule at x;.
The interaction energy between an external electric
field E; and the molecules is given by

H'= —gP;.E(x;,t) . (Al)

The external electric field E at the metal surface
can be written as

E(x, t) = nn e —E0(1+g)e ~~ ~~ +c c. , (A2)

where n is a unit vector normal to the metal sur-
face, g is the reAection factor of p-polarized light,
and e is the polarization vector of the incident
light. The rate m at which the molecules absorb
light can be calculated from the golden rule formu-
la with H' as the perturbation:

m =
z g ~

(b
~

H'
~
a )

~

5(to —cos, ),

Ima( q, co)= ——g g (b
~
p,; ~

a )

&q ~ x;
&& e ' 5(co —cob, )

is the imaginary part of the polarizability of the
monolayer. %e can relate m to the change in re-
flectance 6(co} as

mfuu

c gga fg (

&(co)= 8m

and so

4(a) = —mG (0) Ima(0, a),16m X
e

where

2 2
sin 8 v e cos8
cos8 v e cos8 —1

is a function of the angle of incidence 8 and the
dielectric function e of the metal [6{8)is dis-
cussed in Ref. 24].

where
~

a ) is the ground state and
~

b ) is an excit-
R state of the Inotlolayef. Equations (A 1), (A2),
and (A3} give
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APPENDIX B APPENDIX C

The CPA result for 6(ro) is rather complicated
and it would therefore be useful if one could find a
reasonable, accurate approximation for 5(co). For
isotopic mixtures we have not been able to find
such an approximation. However, for incomplete
monolayers of one single isotope A one can obtain
a rather simple approximation for h(rp), which for
some purposes is accurate enough, as follows. We
perform an ensemble average (denoted by a bar) on

Eq. (15):

p; =a;E;+ g ( —U(I)a;a/Eq+
J

Now, let us denote a; =czar —=a. Within the so-
called "average T-matrix approximation" one
writes

=-2 =-3aiaj =a Iajak =a

Let a„and a, be the vibrational and electronic
polarizabilities of a gas phase CO molecule and let
a„and a, denote the same quantities for an ad-
sorbed molecule. Now, if self-image enhancement
were the only source for the increased polarizabili-

ty of an adsorbed molecule, then in the simplest
description, where the molecule is treated as a
point dipole located at a distance d above the im-

age plane, one has
T

p =a Ep+ =aEp .o P
4d

Here Ep is an external electric field which induces
a dipole p in the molecule. From the equation
above one gets

ap

1 —a /4d

Equation (A4) will then be a geometric series in

X=ag UJ.

Using this equation one can prove that

I+(a, —a, )/a,
1 —(a, —a, )(a, +a„)/a, a,

(Cl)

aEp
p; =aEp(1+X+X + . . ) =

1 —X

and so [note: U(0)=g, UJ]

a
ap(cp) =

I+a U(0}

From this equation and Eq. (1) one can calculate
b, (cp) and get the result given in Sec. VII.

For CO adsorbed on Cu(100} we have found that

a, =3 A. and with a, =2.7 A and a„=0.05 A
one gets from Eq. (A5} a„=1.2a„, while we

find experimentally a„=4a„. Consequently, we
conclude that if the slight increase in the electronic
polarizability which is observed upon chemisorp-
tion is due to self-image enhancement then only a
few percent of the huge increase of the vibrational
polarizability can be caused by the same mechan-
ism.
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